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If X :=[Xv : v # Zd] is a strictly stationary random field, with X0 bounded and
expressible as a sum of indicator functions satisfying certain conditions, if the
mixing coefficient :(s) is summable over Zd (that, is, m m
d&1:(m)<), and if a
mixing condition involving three sets is satisfied, then the third order cumulant
Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc) of X has a continuous spectral density. We do not begin with the
assumption that the cumulants are absolutely summable.  2000 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 60.
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This paper is organized as follows: In the first section, necessary concepts
are defined and discussed, and the main theorem is presented. Conditions
(A) and (C) of the theorem may not look familiar. Section 2 gives an example
of a stochastic process satisfying condition (C). Section 3 shows that many
bounded distributions satisfy (A). The theorem is proved in the last section.
1. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN RESULT
Throughout this paper, /S will denote the indicator function for set
S: /S(|)=1 if | # S, 0 if |  S. Subscripted symbols such as pn , Ij will
appear as p(n), I( j) when in subscripts or superscripts. For two vectors
a, b, |a&b| will mean the Euclidean distance from a to b. For two sets
S, T # Rd, dist(S, T ) will denote inf[ |a & b| : a # S, b # T]. Given two
topologies A and B, we define these measures of dependence:
\(A, B)=sup[ |Efg|& f &2 &g&2 : f # L2(A), g # L2(B), Ef =Eg=0]
:(A, B)=sup[ |P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)| : A # A, B # B].
Let d be a positive integer, and X :=[Xv : v # Zd] be a field of random
variables. For a set S # Zd, let _([Xv : v # Zd]) denote the topology
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generated by [Xv]v # S . For two disjoint sets S, T # Zd, we define three
measures of dependence of S and T,
\(S, T )=\(_([Xv]v # S), _([Xv]v # T))
:(S, T )=\(:(_([Xv]v # S), _([Xv]v # T))
r(S, T )=sup[ |Efg|& f &2 &g&2],
where f and g in the last definition are finite linear combinations of
[Xv : v # S], [Xv : v # S], respectively. For s0 we can define these mixing
coefficients
\(s)=sup[\(S, T ) : S, T # Zd]
r(s)=sup[r(S, T ) : S, T # Zd]
:(s)=sup[:(S, T ) : S, T # Zd]
\*(s)=sup[\(S, T ) : S, T # Zd, dist(S, T )s]
r*(s)=sup[r(S, T ) : S, T # Zd, dist(S, T )s]
:*(s)=sup[:(S, T ) : S, T # Zd, dist(S, T )s],
where the supremum for \(s), r(s), and :(s) is taken over pairs S, T for which
there exist half-space H1 , H2 such that S/H1 , T/H2 , and dist(H1 , H2)s.
It is not hard to see that these coefficients satisfy these inequalities: for any
s0,
r(s)\(s) :(s) 14 \(s)
r*(s)\*(s) :*(s) 14 \*(s)
r(s)r*(s) :(s):*(s) \(s)\*(s).
To see the second and fourth inequalities, let A # _(S), B # _(T ). Let f =
/A&P(A), g=/B&P(B). Then & f &2=- P(A)&P2(A)12, &g&212,
and Efg = P(A & B) & P(A) P(B). Then, 4 |P(A & B) & P(A) P(B)| 
(|Efg |& f &2 &g&2)\(S, T ). This is true for any A and B, so 4:(S, T )
\(S, T ). If dist(S, T )=s, then 4:(S, T )\*(s). This is true for any S and
T at least s units apart, so 4:*(s)\*(s). Restrict S, T to half-spaces s
units apart to obtain the second inequality. The coefficients defined here
are simply the ones that will be referred to in this paper. Theorem 1.1 uses
:(s). It seemed at first that :*(s) would be needed in condition (B), but it
turned out not to be necessary. Still other mixing coefficients have been
defined for random fields. For an overview of several important coefficients
and the relations between them, see [2].
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For random variables X1 , ..., Xn , the n th cumulant Cum(X1 , ..., Xn) is
defined to be the coefficient, of >nj=1 t j in the formal expansion of
log Eei(
n
j=1 f ( j) t( j)). More explicitly,
Cum(X1 , ..., Xn)= :
n
p=1
:
&
(&1) p&1 ( p&1)! ‘
p
j=1
E \ ‘
l # &( j)
Xl+ (1.1)
where the sum is over all partitions &=(&1 , ..., &p) of [1, ..., n]. The second
order cumulant is simply the variance: Cum(X1 , X2)=EX1X2&EX1EX2 .
The third order cumulant of X1 , X2 , X3 is
Cum(X1 , X2 , X3)=EX1X2X3&EX1EX2X3
&EX2 EX1X3&EX3 EX1 X2+2EX1EX2 EX3 .
A random field X is strictly stationary if for any set Z/Zd and any vector
w # Zd, [Xv : v # Zd] has the same joint distribution as [Xw+v : v # Zd]. That
is, joint distributions are invariant under translation. If X is strictly stationary,
then Cum(Xv(1) , ..., Xv(n)) depends only the on the n&1 vector differences
v2&v1 , ..., vn&v1 . For example, the third cumulant Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc) under
strict stationarity depends only on the shape of the triangle determined by
the vectors, a, b, c, not on the position of the triangle, which is determined
by a. The kth cumulant involves expectations of products of up to k Xj ’s.
The coefficients of the expansion (1.1) sum to 0. If the joint distribution
of any set of Xjs is Gaussian, then Cum(X1 , ..., Xk)=0 for any k3.
Knowledge of cumulants may then be a measure of the ‘‘non-normality’’
of X.
Cumulants may sometimes be generated by spectral densities, just as
with covariances. The spectral density of the kth cumulant for X would be
a measurable function f (*1 , ..., *k) on (&?, ?]d(k&1), satisfying
Cum(X0 , Xv(1) , ..., Xv(k&1))
=|
?
&?
} } } |
?
&?
e&i  *( j) v( j) } *( j)f (*1 , ..., *k&1)
d*1
(2?)d
} } }
d*k&1
(2?)d
for any v1 , ..., vk&1 in Z
d. If all kth order cumulants [Cum(X0 , Xv(1) , ...,
Xv(k&1)): v1 , ..., vk&1 # Zd] are absolutely summable, the spectral density
for the kth order cumulant exists and is given by v( j) # Z d, 1 jk e
&i  v( j)_
Cum(X0 , Xv(1) , ..., Xv(k&1)). There is an alternative way of writing this. For
any * # (&?, ?]d, and v # Zd, set X (*)v :=e
i* } vXv . Then
f (*1 , ..., *k&1)
=: [Cum(X ( *( j))0 , X
(&*(1))
v(1) , ..., X
(&*(k&1))
v(k&1) : v1 , ..., vk&1 # Z
d].
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If we know that the kth order cumulants Cum(X0 , ..., Xv(k&1) are absolutely
summable, we can use given data to approximate the kth order cumulant
spectral density. This approach was investigated at length in [12]. For a
brief introduction to cumulant spectral densities, see lecture 7 in [11].
This paper was inspired by a different question: if the cumulants are not
assumed to be summable, what conditions will ensure that the kth order
cumulant spectral density exists? For the covariance, some results of this
sort have been found. Suppose that X is complex and weakly stationary,
with bounded variance, mean 0. If the mixing coefficient r(s) is logarithmi-
cally summablethat is, if m=0 r(2
m)<then X has a continuous
spectral density on (&?, ?]d (See Theorems 1 and 3 in [5]). The same
result holds if r*(s)  0 as s   (See Theorems 1 and 2 in [4]). In each
case, the density is given by f (*)=limn   | j # [1, ..., n]d X
(*)
j |
2.
This paper will treat cumulants as abstract formulas, but, the reader
should be aware that cumulants are of great interest in signal analysis.
Methods based on higher-order cumulants can detect signal properties that
conventional autocorrelation methods cannot; such properties include non-
minimum phase and nonnormality. The finite-dimensional Fourier transform
of the third cumulant is known as the ‘‘bispectrum’’ in signal processing
literature. Journals in the field publish many papers concerning methods that
involve higher-order moments and cumulants. Good introductions to the
use of cumulants in signal processing are [8] and [10].
We now state the main result. We introduce two more pieces of notation.
For a random field X and integer n # N, S(X, n) will mean  j # [1, ..., n]d Xj .
For two vectors u, v, uv will mean the line segment [:u+(1&:) v: : # [0, 1]].
Theorem 1.1. Let X :=[Xv : v # Zd] be a real, strictly stationary
random field. Suppose X satisfies these conditions:
(A) There exists a sequence [cj]j=1 /R, a real constant k # (0, 12],
and Borel sets [Dj]j=1 such that
(i) :

j=1
|cj |<
(ii) volume(Dj) # [k, 1&k] \j
(iii) Xv # :

j=1
cj /[Xv # Dj], \v # Zd.
(B) n=0 n
d&1 :(s)<.
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(C) There exists a positive constant K such that: given vectors u, v, w
in Zd, such that w  uv; and given events Eu # _(Xu), Ev # _(Xv), Ew # _(Xw);
then
|[P(Eu & Ev)&P(Eu) P(Ev)]&[P(Eu & Ev | Ew)&P(Eu | Ew) P(Ev | Ew)]|
K:( |u&v| ) } :(dist(uv, w)).
Then there exists a spectral density f (*1 , *2) for the third-order cumulant
of X; f (*1 , *2) is continuous on (&?, ?]_(&?, ?], and is given by
limn   n&dCum(S(X (*(1)+*(2)), n), S(X (&*(1)), n) S(X (&*(2)), n)).
There are a few observations to make. Condition (B) is rather strong.
The existence of the spectral density for the covariance has been shown for
much weaker mixing conditions. See the theorems in [4] and [5]. Also, if
\*(s)  0 as s  , then we can estimate f (*) from data; see Theorem 2 in
[9]. \(s), :(s), \*(s), and :*(s) are related in an interesting way. For a
random field X, :(s)\(s)2?:(s); if d>1, then :*(s)\*(s)2?:*(s).
For a nice proof of these propositions, see [3].
For a Markov chain, if \(s) decreases to 0, it decreases exponentially
fast. A proof of this for the coefficient (s) is in [1], and this proof may
be adapted to \(s) with little difficulty. Since :(s) 14 \(s), a \-mixing
Markov chain will satisfy (B). Not all Markov chains do satisfy (B),
though. [6] shows the existence of a Markov chain for which :(s)  s&$,
where 0<$<1. For this Markov chain, \(s)% 0, since \(s) does not
decrease exponentially; this shows that \(s) and :(s) are not necessarily
equivalent for d=1.
Conditions similar to (B) have been used in earlier work. The conditions
 :(n)<, or (:(n))k< for some k # (0, 1), has been a condition in
several theorems; for examples, see theorems 18.5.3, 18.5.4, 18.6.2, or 18.6.3
in [7].
In (C), the requirement w  uv means that w and uv are in disjoint
half-spaces; the : coefficient will not then be trivially 1. |P(Eu & Ev)&
P(Eu) P(Ev)| is a measure of the dependence of sets Eu and Ev . It is bounded
by :(_(Xu), _(Xv)). |P(Eu & Ev | Ew)&P(Eu | Ew) P(Ev | Ew)| measures the
dependence of Eu and Ev when restricted to Ew . |[P(Eu & Ev)&P(Eu) P(Ev)]
&[P(Eu & Ev | Ew)&P(Eu | Ew) P(Ev | Ew)]| measures the ‘‘dependence (on
Ew) of the dependence (of Eu and Ev).’’ Condition (C) says that as we go from
the entire probability to a restriction to Ew , the dependence of Eu and Ev
changes by a factor that is a multiple of :([u, v, w]). The dependence of Eu
and Ev is not just a function, that is, some combination of indicator functions;
it is given by the relation of two sets, and restriction to Ew may change this
relation more than it may affect a function.
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2. EXAMPLE OF CONDITION (C)
Let [Xj] j # be a real-valued ergodic Markov chain with finite state space
[xi : i # S] and transition matrix P=( p ij). Let N=|S|, the size of S. Let
[*j]nj=1 be the eigenvalues of the transpose P
T of P, in decreasing absolute
value, and [vj]nj=1 the corresponding eigenvectors *1=1 and v1=?,
the stationary distribution vector, 1>|*2 ||*3 | } } }  |*n |0. For this
example, we will impose the condition that |*2 |>|*3 | (this need not be
true for ergodic chains in general). The ith column of PT can be expressed
as nk=1 c jkvk , so that pij=k=1 cik vjk .
For a positive integer n,
p (n)ij =(i, j) element of P
n
=( j, i) element of (PT)n=(PT)n&1 PT
=j th element of (PT)n&1 (ith column of P)
=j th element of (PT)n&1 \ :
N
k=1
cik vk+
=j th element of \ :
N
k=1
cik(*k)n&1 vk+
=\ :
N
k=1
cik(*k)n&1 v jk+ .
As n  , the last expression converges to ci1 ?j . Since limn   p (n)ij =?j for
an ergodic Markov chain, ci1=1; pij=?j+nk=2 cikv jk , and p
(n)
ij =? j+
nk=2 c ik(*k)
n&1 vjk .
Let m1=maxi, j nk=2 |cikvjk |. Then for i, j # S and any positive integer n,
|?j& p (n)ij |m1 |*2|
n&1. (2.1)
Choose i, j so that ci2vj2 {0. _n0 such that if nn0 , |Nk=2 cij *
n&1
k vjk |
|ci2*n&12 vj2 2|. Choose nn0 . Let E1 be the event X0=x i , E2 the event
Xn=xj . Then P(E1 & E2)=?ip (n)ij , P(E1) P(E2)=? i?j , and
|P(E1 & E2)&P(E1) P(E2)|=?i | ? j& p (n)ij |cijvj2*
n&1
2 2|.
Hence :(n)|cij vj2 *n&12 2| for nn0 . Since :(s) is decreasing,
_K0>0 such that :(n)>K0 |*2 |n&1, \n # [1, 2, ...]. (2.2)
Let a, b, c be three integers. Assume that ab, and that c  [a, b], so c<a
or c>b. For p # [a, b, c], let Sp be a nontrivial subset of S, and let Ep be
the event (Xp # Sp).
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Case 1. ab<c. Let n=b&a, m=c&b.
P(Ea & Eb)=P(Xa # Sa , Xb # Sb)= :
i # S(a)
:
j # S(b)
P(Xa=xi , Xb=x j)
= :
i # S(a), j # S(b)
?i p (n)ij .
Similarly P(Ea) P(Eb)= i # S(a), j # S(b) ?i?j . The conditional expectation of
Ea given Ec is
P(Ea | Ec)=P(Ea & Ec)P(Ec)=\ :i # S(a), k # S(c) ?ip
(m+n)
ik )<P(Ec)+ .
Similarly,
P(Eb | Ec)=\ :j # S(b), k # S(c) ? jp
(n)
jk +<P(Ec)
P(Ea & Eb | Ec)=\ :i # S(a), j # S(b), k # S(c) ? ip
(n)
ij p
(m)
jk +<P(Ec).
So
P(Ea | Ec) P(Eb | Ec)&P(Ea & Eb | Ec)
=_\:i, k ? ip
(m+n)
ik +\:j, k ? jp
(n)
jk +& (P(Ec))&2
&\ :i, j, k ? ip
(m)
ij p
(n)
jk + (P(Ec))&1 (2.3)
where i, j, k run through S(a), S(b), and S(c), respectively. This can be
rewritten
_\:i, k ? i ( p
(m+n)
ik &?k)+\:j, k ?jp
(n)
jk + (i)+\:i, k ?i?k+ \:j, k ?j ( p
(n)
jk &?k)+ (ii)
+\:i, k ? i?k+ \:j, k ? j ?k+ (iii)& \:k ?k+
&2
&_\ :i, j, k ? ip
(m)
ij ( p
(n)
jk &?k)+ (iv)+\ :i, j, k ?ip
(m)
ij ?k+ (v)&\:k ?k+
&1
.
(2.4)
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In (ii), [ i # S(a), k # S(c) ? i?kk # S(c) ?k]= i # S(a) ?i , so the difference
(ii)(iv) becomes
\ :i, j, k ? i (? j& p
(m)
ij )( p
(n)
j &?k)+ \ :k # S(c) ?k +
&1
.
By (2.1), this is bounded in absolute value by
_\ :i # S(a) ?i+<\ :k # S(c) ?k+& m1*
m&1
2 m1 *
n&1
2 =[P(Ea)P(Ec)] m
2
1 |*2 |
m+n&2.
(2.5)
(iii) simplifies to  i # S ( a ) ? i  j # S ( b ) ?j = P ( Ea ) P ( Eb ), and (v) to
i # S(a), j # S(b) ?i p
(m)
ij =P(Ea & Eb). | p
(m+n)
ik &?k |<m1*
m+n
2 , \i and k; so (i)
is bounded in absolute value by [P(Ea)P(Ec)] P(Eb | Ec) m1 |*2 |m+n&1.
By this and (2.5),
|P(Ea | Ec) P(Eb | Ec)&P(Ea & Eb | Ec)&P(Ea) P(Eb)+P(Ea & Eb)|

P(Ea)
P(Ec)
[P(Eb | Ec) m1 |*2 | m+n&1+m21 |*2 |
m+n&2]. (2.6)
P(Ec)mini # S ?i ; so by (2.2), the expression in (2.6) is bounded by
1
min
i # S
? i
(m1 |*2|+m21) |*2 |
m+n&2
1
min
i # S
? i
(m1 |*2 |+m21) K
&2
0 :(m) :(n).
So the chain X satisfies condition (C), with K=(m1 |*2|2+m21)(K
2
0 mini # S ?i).
Case 2. c<ab. Proof is similar to that of case 1; we leave it to the
reader.
3. DISTRIBUTIONS SATISFYING CONDITION (A)
Condition (A) of Theorem 1 is satisfied by any indicator function or
finite combination of indicator functions. So does a uniform distribution.
A U(0, 1) random variable, for instance, can be written as j=1 2
& j/S( j) ,
where P(S j)=12 for all j. The next lemma shows that a large number of
bounded random variables satisfy condition (A).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose X is a bounded random variable with distribution
function F such that either
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(a) F is Lipschitz, or
(b) _a, b # R and constant M>0 such that (F(x1)&F(x2))(x1&x2)
>M for any distinct x1 , x2 # (a, b).
Then there exists a constant k # (0, 12), a sequence [cj]j=1 /R, and a
sequence of events [S j]j=1 such that: X=

j=1 2
& j/S( j) , and kP(Sj)
1&k, for all j.
Proof. WLOG assume X is bounded by 0 and 1. Let S1=[|: X(|)>12].
Set S2=[|: (X&2&1/S(1))(|)14]. Then | # S2 O X(|) # [ 14 ,
1
2) _ [
3
4 , 1].
Once S1 , ..., Sn&1 have been chosen, let Sn=[|: (X&2& j n&1j=1 /S( j))(|)
2&n]. Sn can also be defined as follows: let Dn=[1] _ [n&1j=1 ((2 j&1) 2
&n,
j21&n))). Then Sn=X&1(Dn). Let m be Lebesgue measure on the line.
m(Dj)=12, \j1; for any finite set J of positive integers, m( j # J Dj)=
> j # J m(Dj)=2
&|J |. Therefore P(Sn)=2
n&1
j=1 [F( j2
1&n)&F( j21&n&2&n)],
and P(S cn)=
2n&1&1
j=1 [F( j2
1&n+2&n)&F( j21&n)].
We use contradiction. If there is no k # (0, 12) such that kP(Sj)
1&k for all j, then either (i) lim sup P(Sj)=1 or (ii) lim inf P(S j)=0. (ii)
is equivalent. to lim sup P(S cj )=1. We will show that (i) gives a contradic-
tion; the same argument, with Sj replaced by S cj , will prove (ii).
Suppose condition (b) holds. Let n0=W2&log2(b&a)X. Then b&a22&n(0).
There is an integer j # [1, ..., 2n(0)&3] such that a< j2&n(0)<( j+2)_
2&n(0)<b]. For any integer n<n0 , Dn consists of 2n&1 intervals of length
2&n; of these, [( j2n&n(0)) 2&n, ( j2n&n(0)+1) 2&n), [( j2n&n(0)+2) 2&n,
( j2n&n(0)+3) 2&n), ..., [(( j+2) 2n&n(0)&2) 2&n, (( j+2) 2n&n(0)&1) 2&n)
are also in (a, b). By the definition of M,
P(S cn)= :
2n&1&1
i=0
F(2 i&n+2&n)&F(2 i&n)
 :
( j+2) 2n&n(0)&1&1
i= j } 2n&n(0)&1
F(2i&n+2&n)&F(2 i&n)
2n&n(0) } M2&n=2&n(0)M.
So lim inf P(S cj )2
&n(0)M; (i) cannot be true.
Suppose (a) holds; X is Lipschitz, and $=Sup[[F(x2)&F(x1)](x2&x1):
0x2<x11]. Again we assume limn   sup jn P(S j)=1. Then there
exists a subsequence [m j] such that P(Sm( j))>1&2& j&1; then for any
n # N, P(nj=1 Sm( j))1&2
&1= 12 . (
n
j=1 Dm( j)) is a union of disjoint inter-
vals [Ij] p(n)j=1 in [0, 1], with total length 2
&n. Let a j and bj be the lower and
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upper endpoints, respectively, of Ij . Then P(nj=1 Sm( j))=
p(n)
j=1 [F(bj)&F(aj)].
For some interval Il ,
F(bl)&F(al)
bl&al

P(Il)
m(Il)

P(nj=1 Sm( j))
m(nj=1 Dm( j))

2&1
2&n
>$
a contradiction. K
By this lemma, many distributions satisfy condition (A) of the theorem.
Condition (b) of the lemma means that if the distribution of a bounded
variable is increasing at some minimum rate over even a small part of its
range, it satisfies (A).
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let k be the constant of Lemma 3.1. Let A # _(Xa) be an event of form
Xa(Dj), where Dj is one of the Borel sets of condition (A); therefore
P(A) # [k, 1&k]. Define events B # _(Xb) and C # _(Xc) similarly. Let m1
and m2 be the minimum and maximum, respectively, of [ |b&a|, |a&c|,
|b&c|]. Let m0 be the smallest number such that :(m0) 12 k
3. WLOG we
may assume that |a&c|=m2 . There are three cases.
Case 1. Assume m1 is so large that m1m0 . This will give lower
bounds on the intersection probabilities. Let A$ be either A or Ac, B$ be
either B or Bc, C$ be either C or C c. By the definition of :(s) and the condi-
tion on m1 ,
|P(B$ & C$)&P(B$) P(C$)|:(_(Xb), _(Xc))k32
(4.1)
|P(A$ & B$ & C$)&P(A$) P(B$ & C$)|:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc))k32
By (4.1),
(a) P(B$ & C$)P(B$) P(C$)&k32k2&k323k24
(4.2)
(b) P(A$ & B$ & C$)P(A$) P(B$ & C$)&k323k34&k32=k34
Let f#/A , g#/B , and h#/C . We will express f as the sum of four func-
tions: f =f1+ f2+ f3+ f4 . These are defined on the four sets into which B
and C, divide A: f1 = /A & B c & Cc + a1, 2/A & B & C c + a1, 3/A & B c & C +
a1, 4 /A & B & C ; f2 = a2, 2 /A & B & C c + a2, 4 /A & B & C ; f3 = a3, 3 /A & B c & C +
a3, 4/A & B & C ; and f4=a4, 4/A & B & C . Notice that f4 is supported on A & B & C,
f3 is supported on A & C, and f2 is supported on A & B. The fj ’s must satisfy
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these conditions: f1 is uncorrelated with B, C, and B & C; f2 is uncorrelated
with C; and f3 is uncorrelated with B.
We must show that the functions fj actually exist; this means finding
the coefficients a. , . . To simplify notation for the next equations, we set
p1=P(A & Bc & C c), p2 = P(A & B & C c), p3 = P(A & Bc & C), and p4=
P(A & B & C). Then the lack of correlation means
(1) a1, 2p2+a1, 4p4=Ef1g=Ef1 } P(B)
=( p1+a1, 2p2+a1, 3p3+a1, 4p4) P(B)
(2) a1, 3p2+a1, 4p4=Ef1h=Ef1 } P(C)
=( p1+a1, 2p2+a1, 3p3+a1, 4p4) P(C)
(3) a1, 4p4=Ef1gh=Ef1 } P(B & C)
=( p1+a1, 2p2+a1, 3p3+a1, 4p4) P(B & C) (4.3)
(4) a2, 4p4=Ef2h=Ef2 } P(C)
=(a2, 2p2+a2, 4p4) P(C)
(5) a3, 4p4=Ef3g=Ef3 } P(B)
=(a3, 3p3+a3, 4p4) P(B)
or
(a) (P(B)&1) p2a1, 2+P(B) p3a1, 3+(P(B)&1) p4a1, 4=&P(B) p1
(b) (P(C)) p2a1, 2+(P(C)&1) p3a1, 3+(P(C)&1) p4a1, 4=&P(C) p1
(c) P(B & C) p2a1, 2+P(B & C) p3a1, 3+(P(B & C)&1) p4 a1, 4
=&P(B & C) p1 (4.4)
(d) P(C) p2 a2, 2+(P(C)&1) p4a2, 4=0
(e) P(B) p3a3, 3+(P(B)&1) p4a3, 4=0
Also, since f1+ f2+ f3+ f4 #1 on A, we have
a1, 2+a2, 2=1
a1, 3+a3, 3=1 (4.5)
a1, 4+a2, 4+a3, 4+a4, 4=1
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This can be expressed in matrix notation. Let M be an A_8 matrix
M=\M1M3
M2
M4 +
where
(P(B)&1) p2 P(B) p3 (P(B)&1) p4
M1=\ P(C) p2 (P(C)&1) p3 (P(C)&1) p4 +P(B & C) p2 P(B & C) p3 (P(B & C)&1) p4
M2 is the 3_5 zero matrix,
0 0 0
0 0 0
M3=\1 0 0+ ,0 1 0
0 0 1
P(C) p2 (P(C)&1) p4 0 0 0
0 0 P(B) p3 (P(B)&1) p4 0
M4=\ 1 0 0 0 0+ .0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
Let a be the vector (a1, 2 a1, 3 a1, 4 a2, 2 a2, 4 a3, 3 a3, 4 a4, 4)T. Then (4.4) and
(4.5) are equivalent to this matrix equation:
M } a=(&P(B) p1 , &P(C) p1 , &P(B & C) p1 , 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)T. (4.6)
It is not hard to calculate that
|det M|=|det M1 } det M4 |
=[(P(C)&1) p4(P(B)&1) p4]
} [P(B)+P(C)&1&P(B & C)] p1p2 p3 .
P(B){1{P(C), since B, C are not nontrivial. If P(B)+P(C)&P(B & C)
=1, then P(B _ C)=1, and P(Bc & C c)=0; by the condition on m0 , this
is not true. M is then nonsingular and the equation (8) has a solution a.
Cum( f, g, h)=4j=1 Cum( fj , g, h). f1 is uncorrelated with the functions
g, h, and gh, so by the definition of Cum(X, Y, Z), Cum( f1 , g, h)=0. f2 is
supported on B and uncorrelated with C; f2g= f2 , Ef2 h=Ef2Eh. So
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Cum( f2 , g, h)=Ef2 gh&Ef2gEh&Ef2 Egh&Ef2hEg+2Ef2EgEh
=Ef2Eh&Ef2 Eh&Ef2Egh&Ef2 EhEg+2Ef2EgEh
=Ef2(EgEh&Egh). (4.7)
We must bound the expressions in the last line of (4.7). First note this fact:
Ef1 {0. Since f1 is uncorrelated with B, C, and B & C, it is uncorrelated
with Bc & C c, and Ef1 /Bc & Cc=Ef1P(Bc & C c). f1 /Bc & Cc is just /A & Bc & C c ,
so Ef1/B c & Cc= p1 . Also P(Bc & C c){0, so Ef1 {0.
|Ef2 |= |a2, 2p2+a2, 4p4 ||a2, 2 |+|a2, 4 |, and a2, 2=1&a1, 2 . a1, 2 is the
value of f1 on A & B & C c. f1 is uncorrelated with B & C c, so
a1, 2p2=Ef1/B & C c=Ef1P(B & C c). (4.8)
f1 is also uncorrelated with Bc & C c, so
Ef1/Bc & C c=Ef1 P(B & C c). (4.9)
But f#f1 on Bc & C c, so
Ef1/Bc & C c=Ef/Bc & Cc=P(A & Bc & C c). (4.10)
By (4.9) and (4.10),
Ef1=
P(A & Bc & C c)
P(Bc & C c)
. (4.11)
f1 is 0 on Ac & Bc & Cc and constant on A & Bc & C c, so (by (4.11)), its
value on A & Bc & C c must be
a1, 2=
Ef1/B & C c
P(A & Bc & C c)
=
P(A & Bc & C c)
P(Bc & C c)
P(B & C c)
P(A & Bc & C c)
. (4.12)
By (4.12),
a2, 2=1&a1, 2=
P(Bc & Cc) P(A & B & C c)&P(A & Bc & C c) P(Bc & C c)
P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)
=(P(Bc & C c)[P(A & B & C c)&P(A) P(B & C c)]
+[P(A) P(Bc & C c)&P(A & Bc & C c)] P(B & C c))
} (P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c))&1. (4.13)
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To bound the last expression in (4.13), note that the expressions in
brackets are both bounded by :(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)). By this and (4.2),
|a2, 2 |:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc))(k34)&1 (3k24)&1)
=:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)) 163 k
&5. (4.14d)
By (4.4)(d) and (4.14),
|a2, 4 |= } P(C) p2(1&P(C)) p4 a2, 2 }= }
P(C) P(A & B & C c)
P(C c) P(A & B & C)
a2, 2 }

1
k } k34
a2, 2
64
3
k&9:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)). (4.15)
By (4.14) and (4.15),
|Ef2 |=|a2, 2p2+a2, 4p4 |:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)) } ( 163 k
&5+ 643 k
&9). (4.16)
Also,
|Egh&EgEh|=|P(B & C)&P(B) P(C)|:(_(Xb), _(Xc)). (4.17)
By (4.7), (4.16), and (4.17),
|Cum( f2 , g, h)|C1:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)) } :(_(Xb), _(Xc)), (4.18)
where C1 depends only on k. Cum( f3 , g, h) has the same bound.
Now we must bound Cum( f4 , g, h). Since f4=a4, 4/A & B & C , g=/B ,
h=/C , we have
Cum( f4 , g, h)=Ef4 gh&Ef4Egh&Ef4gEh&Ef4hEg+2Ef4EgEh
=a4, 4P(A & B & C)[1&P(B & C)&P(B)&P(C)
+2P(B) P(C)]
=a4, 4P(A & B & C)[(1&P(B))(1&P(C))
+P(B) P(C)&P(B & C)]
a4, 4(k34)[(1&k)2+:(_(Xb), _(Xc))]
a4, 4(k34)[(1&k)2+k32]a4, 4 k34. (4.19)
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To bound this cumulant, we must bound a4, 4 . Note that f1 and f3 are
independent of B and f2 and f4 are supported on B, so E[( f2+ f4) /B)&
E( f2+ f4) P(B)=P(A & B)&P(A) P(B). That is,
|E( f2+ f4)|= }P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)P(Bc) } . (4.20)
The mean value of f2 + f4 on A & B is [P(A & B) & P(A) P(B)] 
(P(A & B) P(Bc)]. We will denote this value as b.
f4 #0 on A & B & C c, so b is an estimate for the value of f2 on
A & B & C c. The actual value of f2 on A & B & C c is a2, 2 . Let d :=a2, 2&b,
r :=P(C) p2(P(C c) p4).
By (4.4)(d) again, a2, 4=ra2, 2=r(b+d). By (4.20) and the definitions of
a2, 2 , a2, 4 , a4, 4 , p2 , and p4 , b( p2+ p4)=E( f2+ f4)=a4, 4p4+a2, 2p2+
a2, 4p4 . So
a4, 4=(b&a2, 2)( p2 p4)+(b&a2, 4)
=&d( p2 p4)+b&rb&rd
=&(( p2 p4)+r) d+(1&r) b. (4.21)
By calculations similar to (4.2)(b), |b|:(_(Xa), _(Xb)) 4k&3. Also,
|1&r|=
P(C c) P(A & B & C)&P(C) P(A & B & C c)
P(C c) P(A & B & C)
=
P(C c)[P(A & B & C)&P(A & B) P(C)]
+P(C)[P(A & B) P(C c)&P(A & B & C c)]
P(A & B & C) P(C c)
.
Calculations very similar to those of (4.1) and (4.2) show that
|1&r|:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc))[4k&3+4k&4]:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)) 6k&4
so
(1&r)bk$:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)) :(_(Xa), _(Xb)), (4.22)
where k$ is a constant depending only on k. Also,
p2
p4
+r=
P(A & B & C c)
P(A & B & C) _1+
P(C)
P(C c)&4k&3[1+(1k)] . (4.23)
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To bound a4, 4 , then, we must bound d. Note that
a2, 2=
P(Bc & C c) P(A & B & C c)&P(A & Bc & C c) P(B & C c)
P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)
=
[P(C c)&P(B & C c)] P(A & B & C c)
&[P(A & C c)&P(A & B & C c)] P(B & C c)
P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)
=
P(A & B & C c) P(C c)&P(A & C c) P(B & C c)
P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)
,
so that
d=a2, 2&b
=
P(A & B & C c) P(C c)&P(A & Cc) P(B & C c)
P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)
&
P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)
P(A & B) P(Bc)
=[P(A & B & Cc) P(C c)&P(A & C c) P(B & C c)]
__ 1P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)&
1
P(A & B) P(C c) P(Bc) P(C c)&
+
P(A & B & Cc) P(C c)&P(A & C c) P(B & Cc)
P(A &B) P(Bc) P2(C c)
&
P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)
P(A& B) P(Bc)
.
(4.24)
Now
(a) |P(A & B & Cc) P(C c)&P(A & C c) P(B & C c)|
=|[P(A & B & C c)&P(A & C c) P(B)] P(Cc)
+P(B & Cc)[P(B) P(C c)&P(B & C c)]|
:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc))+:(_(Xa), _(Xc))
(b) |[P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c)]&1&[P(A & B) P2(C c) P(Bc)]&1|
=|[P(A & B) P(C c)&P(A & B & C c)] P(Bc) P(C c)
+P(A & B & C c)[P(Bc) P(Cc)&P(Bc & C c)]|
_[P(A & B & C c) P(Bc & C c) P(A & B) P2(C c) P(Bc)]&1
[:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc))+:(_(Xb), _(Xc))] } [(k34)(3k24)2 k3]&1.
(4.25)
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By condition (C),
}P(A & B & C
c) P(C c)&P(A & C c) P(B & C c)
P(A & B) P(Bc) P(C c)
&
P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)
P(A & B) P(Bc) }
=
1
P(A & B) P(Bc)
|P(A) P(B)&P(A & B)&P(A | C c) P(B | C c)
+P(A & B | C c)|

1
(3k24) k
K:( |a&b| ) } :(dist(ab, c)). (4.26)
K is the constant of condition (C). By (4.19) and (4.22)(4.26),
|Cum( f4 , g, h)|C2(:( |a&b| ) } :(dist(ab, c))
+[:(_(Xa), (Xb , Xc))+:(_(Xa), _(Xc))]
_[:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc))+:(_(Xb), _(Xc))]), (4.27)
where C2 depends only on k and K.
We must simplify (4.27). If d>1, use this fact: if a, b, and c are three
points in Rd, and if ac is the longest side of the triangle abc, then the
distance from a to a half-space containing segment bc is no less than - 13
times |a&b|. Similarly, the distance from c to the half-space containing ab
is no less than - 13 |b&c|. This means
:(dist(ab, c)):(- 13 |b&c| )
:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)):(- 13 |b&c| ) (4.28)
:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)):(- 13 |b&c| ).
If d=1, then |a&c|=m2 means that b is between a and c; then
dist(ab, c))=|b&c|
:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)):( |b&c| )
:(_(Xa), _(Xb , Xc)):( |a&b| ),
so (4.28) again holds. By (4.27) and (4.28),
|Cum( f4 , g, h)|C2(:( |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| )
+(:(- 13 |a&b| )+:( |a&c| ))(:(- 13 |b&c| )
+:( |b&c| )))
5C2:(- 13 |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| ). (4.29)
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Similarly, (4.18) implies that
|Cum( f2 , g, h)|, |Cum( f3 , g, h)|C1:(- 13 |a&b| ) } :( |b&c| ). (4.30)
By (4.29), (4.30), and the definition of f1 , ..., f4 ,
|Cum( f, g, h)|C3:(- 13 |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| ). (4.31)
We assumed that the subscript vectors a, b, and c were so ordered that
|a&c|| |b&c|, |a&b|. However, the cumulants are order independent:
for any set of n r.v.s X1 , ..., Xn , Cum(X1 , ..., Xn)=Cum(X_(1) , ..., X_(n)),
\_ # Sn . So (4.31) implies: if E1 # _(Xa), E2 # _(Xb), E3 # _(Xc) are each of
form then (4.32)
|Cum(/E(1) , /E(2) , /E(3) |
C3 } min[:(- 13 |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| ), :(- 13 |c&b| )
:(- 13 |b&a| ), :(- 13 |b&a| ) :(- 13 |a&c| )]
 13 C3[:(- 13 |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| )
+:(- 13 |b&c| ) :(- 13 |c&a| )+:(- 13 |c&a| ) :(- 13 |a&b| )].
(4.32)
For p # [a, b, c] and q # [1, 2, ...], let Sp, q=Xq(D j). By (4.32),
|Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)|= }Cum \ :

j=1
kj/S(a, j) , :

j=1
k j/S(b, j) , :

j=1
k j/S(c, j)+}
= } :

i=1
:

j=1
:

l=1
k ikjkl Cum(/S(a, i) , /S(b, j) , /S(c, l)) }
\ :

i=1
|kj |+
3
} 13 C3[:(- 13 |a&b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| )
+:(- 13 |b&c| ) :(- 13 |c&a| )
+:(- 13 |c&a| ) :(- 13 |a&b| ). (4.33)
Case 2. Suppose that m1m0<m2 . WLOG suppose that |a&b|=m1
and |a&c|=m2 . Then there is a half-space H containing a and b such that
dist(H, c)m2&m1 . Then
:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)):(m2&m1)=:( |a&c|&m1). (4.34)
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By condition (A), sets Sj are defined for j # [1, 2, ...]. Since X is stationary,
for any v # Zd we can define events [Sv, j]j=1 such that P(Sv, j)=P(Sj), \j,
and Xv #j=1 kj/S(v, j) . By the definition of [Sv, j]

j=1 and of :(A, B),
(a) |EXa |= } :

i=1
k iE/S(a, i) } :

j=1
|kj |
(b) |EXaXb&EXaEXb |
= } :

i=1
:

j=1
kik j[E/S(a, i)/S(b, j)&E/S(a, i)E/S(b, j)]}
= } :

i=1
:

j=1
kik j[P(Sa, i & Sb, j)&P(Sa, i) P(Sb, j)] }
\ :

i=1
|ki |+
2
:(_(Xa), _(Xb))
(c) |EXbXc&EXb EXc |
\ :

j=1
|ki |+
2
:(_(Xb), _(Xc))
(d) |EXaXbXc&EXaXb EXc |
= } :

i=1
:

j=1
:

l=1
kik jkl[E/S(a, i) /S(b, j)/S(c, l)&E/S(a, i)/S(b, j) E/S(c, l)]
= } :

i=1
:

j=1
:

l=1
kikjkl[P(Sa, i & Sb, j & Sc, l)&P(Sa, i & Sb, j) P(Sc, l)]
\ :

i=1
|ki |+
3
:(_(Xa , Xb), _(Xc)) (4.35)
By (4.34), (4.35), and the definition of the third cumulant,
|Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)||EXaXb Xc&EXaXbEXc |
+|EXa(EXbXc&EXbEXc)|
+|EXb(EXaXc&EXaEXc)|
\ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
(:( |a&c|&m1). (4.36)
Claim. b, c # Z d Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc) is absolutely summable.
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Proof. The sum is over (b, c) # Nd_Nd. This can be partitioned into
three sets B1 , B2 , B3 , where
B1=[(b, c) : min[ |b|, |c|, |b&c|]>m0]
B2=[(b, c) : min[ |b|, |c|, |b&c|]m0 , max[ |b|, |c|, |b&c|]>m0]
B3=[(b, c) : max[ |b|, |c|, |b&c|]m0].
If (b, c) # B1 , then by (4.33),
Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)\ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
} 13 C3 } [:(- 13 |b| ) :(- 13 |c| )
+:(- 13 |b| ) :(- 13 |b&c| )
+:(- 13 |c| ) :(- 13 |b&c| )].
(4.37)
For any n # N, the number of points in the integral lattice Zd whose
distance from the origin is in (r, r+1) is no more than C(d ) rd&1; C(d ) is
a constant depending only on d. By this fact and condition (A),
:
(b, c) # B(1)
:(- 13 |b| ) :(- 13 |c| )
 :
(b, c) # d
:(- 13 |b| ) :(- 13 |c| )
= :

n=1
:
n|b| n+1
:

n$=0
:
n$|c|n$+1
:(- 13 n) :(- 13 n$)
\ :

n=0
C(d) nd&1:(- 13 n)+
2
.
For a positive integer n, let pn=w- 13 nx. Then :(- 13 n):( pn), and
n<2pn . Also, there will be no more than two n’s with the same p. So
:
(b, c) # B(1)
:(- 13 |b| ) :(- 13 |c| )
\ :

n=0
C(d ) nd&1:(- 13 n)+
2
\ :

p=0
C(d )(2p)d&1 2:( p)+
2
=4d[C(d )]2 \ :

p=0
pd&1:( p)+
2
. (4.38)
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By (4.37) and (4.38),
:
(b, c) # B(1)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|3 } 4d[C(d )]2 \ :

n=0
nd&1:(n)+
2
. (4.39)
B2 may be expressed as a union 6j=1 B2, j where B2, 1=[(b, c) # B2 : |b|
|b&c||c|]. For B2, 2 the conditions are |b&c||b||c|; B2, 3 , ..., B2, 6
are defined similarly.
Notice that if (b, c) # B2 , then Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)=Cum(X&c , Xb&c , X0)
=Cum(X0 , Xb&c , C&c), and (b&c, &c) # B2, 2 , so there is a 1-1 rela-
tionship between cumulants of B2, 1 and of B2, 2 . There is a similar relation
for B2, i , B2, j , for i, j # [1, ..., 6]; so
:
(b, c) # B(2, i)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|
= :
(b, c) # B(2, j)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)| \i, j # [1, ..., 6]. (4.40)
By (4.36),
:
(b, c) # B(2, 1)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|
 :
|b| m(1)
:
|c|>m(1)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|
(2m0)d :
|c|>m(1) \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
:( |c|&m1)
(2m0)d \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
:

n=1
(n+m1)d&1 sd:(n)
=(2m0)d sd \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
_ :
wm(1)x
n=1
(2m1)d&1+ :

n=wm(1)x+1
(2n)d&1 :(n)&
22d&1md0sd \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
_md1+ :

n=1
nd&1:(n)& . (4.41)
Here wxx denotes the greatest integer function, and sd the surface measure
of the unit sphere in Rd&1. By (4.40) and (4.41),
:
(b, c) # B(2)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|
6 } 22d&1md0sd \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
_md1+ :

n=1
nd&1:(n)& . (4.42)
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Note that |B3 |(2m0)2d, and that for any 3-tuple (a, b, c) # Zd_Zd_Zd,
the cumulant Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)6E |Xa | 36(j=1 |kj | )
3; so
:
(b, c) # B(3)
|Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)|6(2m0)2d \ :

j=1
|kj |+
3
. (4.43)
(4.39), (4.42), and (4.43) prove the claim. K
For n # N and v, w # [0, ..., n & 1]d, define N(v, w, n) := >dj = 1 (n &
max[ |vj |, |wj |, |vj&wj |]). Define A(n) to be the set of 3-tuples (a, b, c) of
vectors, each in [0, ..., n&1]d. For any 3-tuple (a, b, c) of vectors in Zd and
any other vector v # Zd, Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)=Cum(Xa+v , Xb+v , Xc+v). Also,
if (a, b, c) # A(n), the number of elements of A(n) of form (a+v, b+v,
c+v) is N(b&a, c&a, n); if b or c are not in [0, ..., n]d, then N(b, c, n)=0.
So
n&d Cum(S(X (*(1)+*(2)), n), S(X (&*(1)), n), S(X (&*(2)), n))
= :
(a, b, c) # A(n)
n&dei[(a&b) } *(1)+(a&c) } *(2)]Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)
= :
(b$, c$) # Zd
n&dN(b$, c$, n) e&i[b$ } *(1)+c$ } *(2)]Cum(X0 , Xb$ , X$c). (4.44)
By the claim, the series  (a, b, c) # Zd e
&i[(a&b) } *(1)+(a&c) } *(2)]Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc)
is absolutely convergent; also, for any b, c # Nd, N(b, c, n) n&d  1 as n  .
Let f (*1 , *2) denote (b, c) # Zd e
&i[b } *(1)+c } *(2)]Cum(Xa , Xb , Xc). The last
expression in (4.44) then converges to f (*1 , *2), and the convergence
is uniform for (*1 , *2) # ((&?, ?]d )2. Since Cum ( S(X (*(1) + *(2)), n),
S(X (&*(1)), n), S(X (&*(2)), n)) is a continuous function of *1 and *1 , so
is f (*1 , *2).
To show that limn   n&d Cum ( S ( X* ( 1 ) + * ( 2 ) ), n ), S (X (&* ( 1 ) ), n ),
S(X (&*(2)), n)) is a spectral density, note that
Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)
= lim
n  
n&dN(b, c, n) Cum(X0 , Xb , Xc)
= lim
n   |
?
&?
|
?
&?
n&dCum(S(X (*(1)+*(2)), n), S(X (&*(1)), n), S(X (&*(2)), n))
_
d*1
(2?)d
d*2
(2?)d
=|
?
&?
|
?
&?
e&i[b } *(1)+c } *(2)]f (*1 , *2)
d*1
(2?)d
d*2
(2?)d
.
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